NEW PrimAir™ Chutes Frequently Asked Questions
Do the new PrimAir Chutes work with SB and older units?
 Yes, these chutes will work with SB and older units.
 For SB units these should be used with the 10” or 17” offset bracket for proper alignment to the center of the
trailer
Do the new PrimAir Chutes work with competitive units?
 Yes, these chutes will work with competitive units
 For Carrier units we offer a Carrier specific adapter bracket or these can also be installed without a bracket
Why is the hardware included with these new chutes?
 Hardware is included because the side discharge spacers require a larger grip range. Including this hardware
ensures these chutes are installed correctly
Can I install these chutes without the side discharge spacers?
 Yes, if a customer believes the better solution for their application is to not install the side discharge they can
install in that manner
 The rivets included have a large enough range to work properly with or without spacers
 The customer will not get the advantage of better air distribution if they do not install the side spacers
 If installing a chute without the side discharge spaces it is recommended that you NOT pull the end of the chute
up to the ceiling
Can I install these chutes without pulling up the mesh end of the chute?
 Yes, if you do not pull the mesh end up to the roof of the trailer to create a ramped end the installation will be
the same as any standard chute
 The customer will not get the advantages of better air distribution and reduced risk of chute tear-down during
loading
Can I install these chutes with the mesh end pulled up, but without the side discharge spacers installed?
 No, this configuration would not be recommended as this will restrict the air flow too much
What is the advantage of using the chute adapter bracket?
 The chute adapter bracket allows for rapid installation of the chute by attaching with Velcro
 The chute adapter bracket aligns the chute to the center of the trailer
 The chute adapter bracket can quickly be detached to maximize trailer utilization for dry loads
 The chute adapter allows the refrigeration unit to be pulled for service when the trailer is loaded
Can these new chutes be used with the flex adapter?
 Yes, the new chutes have the same grommets in the front to allow it to attach to the flex adapter
Can I still buy the old style chutes?
 The new chutes will fully replace the old style once the current inventory is sold out
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